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A commonly used technique in language learning theories is error-driven learning (the term originates 
with (Wexler and Culicover 1980), the technique goes back further). In traditional error-driven learning, 
the learner only changes in response to an ‘error’: an inconsistency between an observed form and the 
learner’s current “best guess” grammar. The learner normally responds to an error by attempting to 
change its “best guess” grammar. If no error occurs, no change is made by the learner. Examples of this 
approach in phonological learning include Error-Driven Constraint Demotion with Optimality Theory 
(Tesar and Smolensky 2000), the Gradual Learning Algorithm with Stochastic Optimality Theory 
(Boersma 1998), and the HG-GLA with Harmonic Grammar (Pater 2008). This kind of learner fails to 
capitalize on observed forms which happen to be consistent with the learner’s current “best guess” 
grammar, but nevertheless contain information useful for learning. 

An alternative approach views the learner as engaged in the accumulation of information about the 
target grammar. At any given time, the learner’s information partitions the set of possible grammars 
into two groups: the grammars that are consistent with the information and are therefore (at that time) 
viable, and the grammars that are inconsistent with the information and therefore non-viable. Learning 
proceeds by accumulating information that reduces the number of viable grammars. The key difference 
between this and error-driven learning lies in the use of observed forms: an error-driven learner’s goal is 
to test its current “best guess” grammar, while an information accumulating learner’s goal is to obtain 
new information about the target grammar (and thereby reduce the number of viable grammars). An 
error-driven learner will fail to capitalize on observed forms that are consistent with the “best guess” 
grammar, but inconsistent with other viable grammars. 

In general, it is computationally intractable to separately test each viable grammar with respect to an 
observed form. Error-driven learning avoids this problem by only testing the “best guess” grammar, the 
one most likely to be correct. This talk argues, with support from computer simulations, that an 
information accumulating learner can instead test the viable grammar that is most likely to be 
inconsistent with the observed form. With respect to the interpretation of that form, this could be 
considered the “worst guess”. When evaluating observed forms in learning, the “worst guess” grammar 
is the best one to test. 

This idea is here put to use in phonological learning, in the context of the Output-Driven Learner (Tesar 
2012, Tesar to appear), an algorithm that simultaneously learns ranking information and lexical 
(underlying form) information. The Output-Driven Learner stores ranking information in the form of a 
support of winner-loser pairs. It stores lexical information in the form of a lexicon of underlying forms 
where all features of all segments may be set individually. The “worst guess” approach is successfully 
applied in the learning of both ranking and lexical information. 

Due to restrictiveness concerns, the “best guess” ranking is normally presumed to be the one with 
faithfulness constraints ranked as low as possible (Hayes 2004, Prince and Tesar 2004). During 
phonotactic learning, when the learner uses inputs that are identical to the surface forms, the 
faithfulness low bias also produces the ranking most likely to produce an error. During non-phonotactic 
learning, however, when the learner considers inputs that are not identical to the surface, a ranking 
produced with a markedness low bias is more likely to produce an error. The ability to rapidly produce 
constraint rankings with different biases, relative to a single store of information, is here provided by a 
version of Biased Constraint Demotion (Prince and Tesar 2004). 
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To illustrate, consider the learning of grammars that determine stress and vowel length for words. 
During phonotactic learning, the learner has determined that stress is sensitive to lexical specification 
(Ident[stress]≫{MainLeft, MainRight}), and that long vowels can appear on the surface 
(Ident[length]≫NoLong). Consistent with that information, the faithfulness low ranking is shown in (1), 
while the markedness low ranking is shown in (2). 

(1) {WSP} ≫ {Ident[stress]} ≫ { MainLeft, MainRight} ≫ {Ident[length]} ≫ {NoLong} 

(2) {Ident[stress], Ident[length]} ≫ {WSP, MainLeft, MainRight, NoLong} 

Once the learner has determined that a certain suffix has the underlying feature value +long, because it 
surfaces as long in stressed position, the learner can observed that in some other words (where the 
suffix is unstressed), the same suffix surfaces as –long. The learner can then construct a grammatical 
candidate that is non-faithful, because the suffix is underlyingly +long but surfaces –long: 
/páka:/[páka]. With the faithfulness low ranking in (1), this candidate is already optimal, as the top-
ranked markedness constraint WSP prevents unstressed surface vowels from being long, and the 
second-ranked faithfulness constraint Ident[stress] preserves initial stress. WSP is ranked at the top by 
default, not by explicit knowledge. In the markedness low ranking in (2), WSP is ranked at the bottom 
with the other markedness constraints. The learner’s candidate is not optimal under this ranking: the 
high ranking of Ident[length] will preserve the length of the suffix vowel, yielding optimal 
/páka:/[páka:]. This “error” allows the learner to obtain additional ranking information: WSP must 
dominate Ident[long]. The “worst guess” bias has transformed this ranking information from default 
guess to empirically supported knowledge. Such knowledge can be reliably used to learn other parts of 
the grammar, while default guesses cannot. 

To gain the benefits of this approach, the learner must be engaged in the accumulation of grammatical 
information, instead of storing a single complete grammar at a time and altering it in response to an 
error. Further,  the learner must be able to construct different grammars (rankings and lexica) for 
different purposes, with respect to a single store of information. The learner will construct the “best 
guess” grammar when engaged in ordinary language use. But when evaluating a word for learning 
purposes, the “worst guess” is sometimes best. 
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